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Abstract 
Cognitive linguistics (CL) has, in recent years, seen an increase in appeals to include multiple 
modalities in language analyses. While individual studies have incorporated gesture, gaze, facial 
expression, and prosody, among other modalities, CL has yet to completely embrace the system-
atic analysis of face-to-face interaction. Here, I present an investigation of five aspect-marking 
periphrastic constructions in North American English. Using naturalistic interactional data 
(n=250) from the Red Hen archive, this study establishes a multimodal profile for auxiliary con-
structions headed by one of five highly aspectualized verbs: CONTINUE, KEEP, START, STOP, and 
QUIT, as in The jackpot continued to grow and He quit smoking. Results show that gesture tim-
ing, the structure of the gesture stroke, and gesture movement type, are variables that iconically 
and differentially represent distinctive aspectual conceptualizations. This study enhances our un-
derstanding of aspectual representation in co-speech gesture and informs the ongoing debate 
within CL and construction grammar circles of what constitutes conventionalization, or what 
constitutes a construction (mono- or multimodal) (Bybee 2006, 2010; Feyaerts et al. 2017; Zima 
& Bergs 2017a).  
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1. Introduction 

Meaning-making is a process that emerges in face-to-face interaction. It relies on a range of mo-

dalities – the speech stream, facial expressions, hand, head, and body movements, and is 

influenced by a variety of factors ranging from individual speaker preferences to syntactic, dis-

course, and pragmatic forces, and the interactional context, to name only a few. Co-speech 

gesture – the movement of the hands that is coordinated with the speech stream – has been 

shown to be related to abstract levels of language processing (Huette et al., 2014, Chu and Kita 

2008). One such abstract domain is at the centre of the study presented here, namely the linguis-

tic-conceptual domain of aspect, which captures how events unfold over time. This multimodal 

study examines aspect-marking verb constructions in North American English. It contributes to 

the current discussion within cognitive and usage-based linguistics, as well as in the field of ges-

ture studies, that the study of linguistic meaning should be based on language as it occurs in 

everyday interactive contexts (Kemmer & Barlow 2000; Langacker 2000; Bybee 2006, 2010; 

Müller et al. 2013; Müller et al. 2014), which are, indeed, multimodal contexts (McNeill 1992; 

Kendon 2004; Zima 2017). Cognitive linguistics, and, more specifically, construction grammar, 

have a “conceptual openness to all levels of usage features” (Zima & Bergs 2017a: 1). As such, 

studies over the past few years have argued for the need to include in the focus of linguistic anal-

ysis kinesic (including prosodic) patterns (Schoonjans 2014; Debras 2017; Lanwer 2017; Zima 

2017). The question that arises, then, is whether the construction – as the basic unit of language – 

should be considered to be multimodal.  

Taking a corpus-based, quantitative approach, this paper presents a case study of five per-

iphrastic auxiliary constructions in North American English and the manual gestures that are co-

produced with them. Each construction comprises an aspect-marking auxiliary, i.e. a lexical verb 
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that has been co-opted to function as a ‘helping’ verb, in this case to mark aspectual force. The 

auxiliaries – CONTINUE, KEEP, START, STOP, and QUIT – are followed by a complement verb, as in 

the utterances (1) to (5) from the Red Hen multimodal archive used for this study: 

 Things start going good in life and they don’t think they deserve it. (1)
 My parents never said ‘Stop making up stories’. (2)
 I quit doing Botox about five years ago. (3)
 … to find out whether or not it continues to grow.  (4)
 The reason I kept getting married was I wanted to feel like I was normal. (5)

I investigate to what extent each auxiliary construction exhibits a conventionalized gestural pro-

file, and what this profile is. Principal research questions are: (1) Is the aspectual nature of the 

auxiliary verb expressed in co-speech gesture? (2) If so, in what way? That is, in which parame-

ters of the gesture profile can aspectual construal of the event be observed? (3) Are form 

parameters hitherto not part of gesture form annotations, such as gesture co-occurrence, ges-

ture/speech asynchrony, and segmentations of the gesture phrase, recruited for the marking of 

aspectual information? Importantly, the data stem from natural, unscripted interactions, and the 

250 instances are analyzed quantitatively, an approach still relatively uncommon in gesture stud-

ies (Schoonjans 2014; Lanwer 2017; Zima 2017).  

Only very recently have there been any corpus-based studies that have included a meas-

ure of the rate of co-occurrence of co-speech behaviour with particular utterances. Schoonjans 

(2014) reports 23%-53% correlation between German modal particles and certain forms of head 

movement. Zima (in press) compares spatial constructions with motion constructions and reports 

gesture co-occurrence of 37%-75% for English motion verbs, while Zima (2017) shows the ges-

ture co-occurrence of the partially filled [all the way from X PREP Y] construction to be 

considerably higher; it is instantiated gesturally 80% of the time. Lanwer problematizes the issue 

of gesture co-occurrence and its relation to entrenchment as follows:  
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Defining what is meant by ‘in a sufficient number’ seems to be substantial if we want to 
determine the unit status of a given pattern in the light of frequency measurements. How-
ever, this only seems to be necessary if we want to establish a clear-cut distinction 
between patterns which are entrenched and patterns which are not.  

(Lanwer 2017: 3).  
 
Citing Langacker’s observation that “linguistic structures are more realistically conceived as fall-

ing along a continuous scale of entrenchment in cognitive organization” (Langacker 1987: 59), 

Lanwer concludes that “it seems to be unnecessary, if not impossible to define something like a 

frequency-threshold” (Lanwer 2017: 3). In their review of numerous studies, Feyaerts et al. simi-

larly conclude:  

The co-occurrence rates of verbal and gestural patterns range in frequency, depending on 
the perspective one takes, but they (obviously) never reach a 100 percent match. Where 
one needs to draw the line, however, still is very much a point of debate and is considered 
by some to be impossible to operationalize. 

 (Feyaerts et al. 2017: 147)  
 

As Zima argues, however: “Empirical case studies on a wide range of constructions (and from 

different languages) […] are the indispensable prerequisite for understanding the systematicity of 

constructions’ co-occurrence with manual gestures in multimodal language use” (Zima 2017: 1). 

In light of these standpoints, and the paucity of studies with which to compare frequency data, I 

do not offer premature conclusions regarding the entrenchment of co-speech gestures with par-

ticular constructions. However, co-speech gesture is shown to be a frequent element of all 

auxiliary constructions examined here (overall, 59% of the instantiations were co-expressed with 

gesture). Further results show that the gestures corresponding to these auxiliary verb construc-

tions conventionally mark the aspectual information of the auxiliary verb through gesture timing, 

the structure of the gesture stroke (i.e. number of segmentations),1 and gesture movement type. 

                                                

1 Kendon (1980) considered a gesture phrase to be composed of four unique phases: preparation, stroke, 
hold, and retraction. The gesture stroke phase is “considered to be the most important gestural movement 
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In the discussion section,  I return to the matter of frequency and co-occurrence, and evaluate the 

contribution of both the frequency results and findings for other variables vis-à-vis the call for 

support within linguistics, and cognitive linguistics specifically, that constructions be considered 

multimodal entities. 

2. Aspect 

The constructions investigated here are headed by aspect-marking auxiliaries. Aspect refers to 

how an event or process unfolds over time; it expresses whether an event is complete or ongoing, 

punctual or long in duration, and continuous or repeated, among other distinctions. Importantly, 

aspect allows a speaker to convey different temporal construals of the same event (Comrie 1976; 

Frawley 1992; Croft 2012). For example, both of the following two sentences depict the reading 

of a story in the past tense. However, in (6), the reading of the story is bounded and presumably 

complete, whereas in (7) the past progressive signals that the event is ongoing and imperfective. 

 Charlie read a story. (6)
 Charlie was reading a story. (7)

English is a language known to have impoverished grammatical marking of aspect, i.e. it 

marks very few aspectual distinctions morphologically (Comrie 1976: 1). Its aspect-marking 

morphemes are limited to the ‘ing’ morpheme, which characterizes the progressive construction 

as in (7) above and denotes imperfective aspect, and the regular past tense marker ‘ed’, which, 

though it is a tense marker, also conveys perfective aspect. Instead, English recruits a wide range 

of grammatical and lexical constructions to convey aspectual information, from adverbial 

                                                                                                                                                       

 

phases as the stroke usually carries the gestural meaning, constitutes the nucleus of gestural units, and 
correlates with the most relevant part of the verbal utterance” (Bressem et al. 2013: 1102). It is normally 
the stroke that is annotated for hand form, movement type, direction, etc. 
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phrases (again and again, over and over, at once) and directional particles (he ate it up, she was 

singing away, they drove on; Rice and Newman 2004), to periphrastic verb constructions (e.g. 

John started talking), such as those featured in this study. The auxiliary verbs in these construc-

tions verbs have moved along an ‘auxiliation path’ from their initial lexical meanings towards a 

grammaticized aspectual meaning that partially echoes the semantics of the original lexical root 

(Kuteva 2001; Heine & Kuteva 2002). That is, as auxiliaries, they influence the resulting con-

struction with their Aktionsart2 (also known as inherent aspect) to allow for a re-construal of the 

temporal structure of the original event. For example, the verb sneeze is inherently punctual and 

bounded, and refers to a single event, as in (8). The progressive in (9) can give a reading of Mac 

being in the middle of either a single sneeze or of a multiple-sneeze event. However, only the 

multiple event reading is available in (10).  

 Mac sneezed. (8)
 Mac was sneezing. (9)
 Mac kept sneezing.  (10)

Thus, in (10), the inherent aspect of the auxiliary keep, which means ‘to hold or retain’ in root 

form, imbues the keep sneezing construction with a stronger, iterative meaning (Talmy 2000b: 

68; Heine & Kuteva 2002: 19).  

Finally, aspect has been categorized into three major groupings: open, closed, and phase 

(Chung & Timberlake 1985; Brinton 1988; Frawley 1992).3 The distinction between open and 

phase aspect forms one of the organizing principles for this study. Open aspects include all those 

that open events, namely the imperfective, durative, progressive, and habitual. These aspects ex-

press the extension of an event over time such that the event is ongoing or happens routinely; 

                                                

2 Aktionsart refers to aspectual distinctions that belong intrinsically to the semantic meaning of a verb 
(Comrie 1976, Talmy 2000b). 
3 Brinton (1988) uses imperfective and perfective to denote open and closed aspect respectively.  
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they focus on the internal time of the event and are unbounded (e.g. Claire lives in Europe). In 

the present study, CONTINUE and KEEP constitute open aspect auxiliaries. By contrast, closed as-

pect events are viewed as complete, unitized events, and are bounded.4 (There are no closed 

aspect constructions featured in this study.) Phase aspect completes the hierarchy of aspects and 

focuses on the end points of an event. It includes inceptive aspect (She started to talk), prospec-

tive aspect (They are about to leave), and terminative aspect (She quit smoking). In this study, 

START denotes inceptive aspect, and STOP and QUIT denote terminative aspect.  

As discussed, open aspect focuses on the internal structure of an event. This raises the 

important point that there are different ways for an event to be open. An open aspect event can be 

structured as one continuous event, in which case an iterative reading means a repetition of the 

whole event. An open event can, alternatively, develop in phases, or incrementally. Talmy’s term 

plexity (Talmy 2000b) is helpful in capturing this potential ambiguity in open aspect. Plexity 

captures a notion of quantity for both objects and for time. Should an object or event consist of 

only one element, it is considered uniplex, whereas an event or object that is complex in some 

way is referred to as multiplex. For example, in English the noun phrase a bird has a single refer-

ent, which can be ‘multiplexed’, or pluralized, by adding -s to the noun, as in birds. For a verb 

phrase such as the earlier example with sneeze, the verb phrase inherently predicates a single or 

‘uniplex’ relation consisting of one sneeze event (i.e., a closed event that is bounded and highly 

punctual). However, this relation can be coerced into a multiplex interpretation by using it in the 

[KEEP VVG] construction, as in She kept sneezing (Talmy 2000b: 69). In the gesture annotations 

in this study, the variable I term action phases (described in the next section) correlates with 
                                                

4 Boundedness can refer to a ‘natural endpoint’ in the case of an accomplishment or achievement, as in 
write a letter. In the case of grammatical aspect,  and as used here, boundedness “refers to an action that 
is finished, whether it has a natural endpoint that has been reached, or simply terminates” (Croft 2012: 
77).  
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plexity: gesture phrases that contain only one articulation in the stroke are considered uniplex 

gestures, while those containing two or more are considered to be multiplex.  

While aspect captures the diverse ways in which events unfold over time, Talmy’s 

(2000a) notion of force dynamics captures how entities interact with respect to the internal or 

external force that activates the event. Johnson (1987: 42) prompts us to consider that “our bod-

ies are clusters of forces and that every event of which we are a part consists, minimally, of 

forces in interaction.” Despite only beginning to receive attention in gesture research, force dy-

namics has been acknowledged to occupy “a central place in embodied approaches to meaning” 

(Mittelberg 2013: 772) and as such, needs to be considered in light of the target utterances of this 

study. Consider the minimal pairs given in (11) and (12). While the first sentence offers an ob-

jective construal of a ball rolling (the ball is unimpeded), in (12) the addition of the auxiliary 

keep / keep on invokes one of two possible force dynamic patterns: (1) the ball has a tendency to 

roll but is being impeded (e.g. long grass), or (2) the ball has a tendency to rest but is being pro-

pelled (e.g. by the wind). Thus the “kept on” connotes a countervailing force being overcome.  

 The ball was rolling along the green.  (11)
 The ball kept (on) rolling along the green. (12)

(Talmy 2000a: 412) 
 

In this study, CONTINUE and KEEP differ in their force-dynamic profile in a similar way to these 

two examples, with CONTINUE being the more neutral of the pair, force-dynamically speaking. 

Although STOP and QUIT are not characterized by Talmy, I suggest that they can also be 

considered a force-dynamic minimal pair: QUIT signals a more forceful termination of the event 

than STOP and seems to be associated with a higher degree of intention (under what Talmy refers 

to as the psychological realm). For example, in (13) and (14), the first utterance suggests that 

Charlie will come back to her homework later, while in the second there is an inherent finality to 

the event – the homework will remain unfinished.  
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 Charlie stopped doing her homework. (13)
 Charlie quit doing her homework.  (14)

In Figure 1, I summarize the major types of aspect and force dynamics and their relation 

to the auxiliaries profiled in this study. The bold lines in the image schema diagrams mark the 

element that is profiled in each aspect. Thus, for open aspect, the straight line in the diagram ex-

cludes the endpoints of the event timeframe. For closed aspect, the dot in the schematic diagram 

signifies that it is the complete event that is profiled; a closed event has no internal structure. For 

phase aspect, the squiggly line denotes the timeframe of the event, while the bold markings de-

note the profiled onset or end of the event.  

Figure 1. Characteristics of aspect, event structure, and target auxiliaries 

Category of aspect Image Schema Characteristics Auxiliaries 

OPEN ASPECT 
imperfective 
habitual/durative 
progressive 
iterative/incremental 

 
 

 
 
 

 
timeframe 

 

extension over time;  
modifiable, unbound-
ed 

CONTINUE, KEEP* 
 
It continued to grow. 
She kept getting married. 
 

  

CLOSED ASPECT 
perfective 
punctual 
telic 
semelfactive 
 

 
 
timeframe           timeframe 

complete, unitized,  
bounded 

 

(not profiled in this 
study) 
 
Charlie read. 
Mac ate lunch. 

PHASE ASPECT 
inceptive 
terminative 
 

 
 
 
 

timeframe 
 

change of status with-
in or outside time 
frame of event; focus 
on endpoints: onset/ 
offset  

START, STOP, QUIT* 
 
Things started going well.  
Stop making up stories. 
I quit smoking. 

 
* Denotes the force-dynamically strong auxiliary in each set. 

2.1. Aspect embodied in gesture  

Speech and gesture have been argued to comprise two components of a human’s cognitive and 

communicative system (McNeill 1992; Kendon 2004). Concomitantly, mental representations 
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have been shown to be intimately bound to the workings of the human body (Gibbs Jr. 2005; 

Bergen 2012). Studies using the Action-sentence Compatibility Effect (ACE) (Glenberg & 

Kaschak 2002) have shown that language processing uses both motor and perceptual systems to 

perform mental simulations, and eye-tracking studies have suggested that more abstract levels of 

language processing are grounded in body movement (Huette et al. 2014). There is also strong 

evidence of a speaker’s tendency to produce more gestures when talking about spatial infor-

mation than about verbal or neutral topics (Alibali 2005).  

In studies directly investigating aspect, it has been found that co-speech gestures “are part 

of a linguistic-conceptual representation in which the verb aspect has a role” (Duncan 2002: 

183). In one of the few studies to include both grammatical and lexical aspect, Duncan investi-

gated spoken and gestured expressions in Mandarin and English in an elicitation task to examine 

if differences in how aspect was encoded “might be expected to associate with differences in 

conceptual representation during acts of speaking” (2002: 190). Duncan found systematic, with-

in-language co-variation of the choice of aspect and/or Aktionsart and the features of co-

occurring gesture. For example, she found that when speakers produced imperfective-marked 

speech, their gestures were longer in duration – as if people were conceptualizing an ongoing 

event – and more complex (which Duncan describes as “temporally-extended, repeating or agi-

tated movements” (2002: 183) compared to the gestures produced in perfective aspect speech 

contexts.  

Grammatical differences in aspect have been shown to generate differences in manual ac-

tion in the ACE experimental paradigm. For example, it’s been shown that when speakers use 

sentences in the progressive aspect to talk about hand motions, this facilitates manual actions in 

the same direction; however, when they utter the same sentence but in the perfect aspect, the ef-
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fect on manual actions is absent (Bergen and Wheeler 2010). Similarly, when people viewed 

videos of car accidents (Matlock et al. 2012), they gestured differently according to the aspectual 

force of the instructions they were given. Participants were asked what had happened (perfective 

framing) or what was happening (imperfective framing). Findings showed that “the form of as-

pect used in the question differentially influenced the way people conceptualized and described 

actions” (Matlock et al., 2012, p. 699). Aspect has also been shown to affect gestures accompa-

nying event descriptions based on texts containing simple past or progressive marking (i.e. only 

grammatical aspect). Similar to Duncan, Parril et al. (2013) found that when participants de-

scribed an event using progressive aspect marking, the description was accompanied by longer-

lasting and more complex gestures (though only in the case when progressive aspect was also 

marked in the original text form).  

Aspectual distinctions influence eye movement as well as gesture. Huette et al. (2014), 

compare the pattern of eye movements tracked while participants listen to the storytelling of 

events in the simple past and in the progressive. Eye-movement fixations in a simple past de-

scription (e.g. He went) showed the greatest density in the central region of a screen and saccades 

were of a longer duration (“as if staring at a static object or scene” (2014: p.2), while the past 

progressive showed a more diffuse distribution on the screen and shorter saccades, which the au-

thors suggest reflect the dynamic nature of the event. 

With the exception of Duncan (2002), most experimental studies of gesture and aspect re-

strict themselves to the distinction between the past progressive (was driving) and simple past 

(drove), typical English proxies for the nearly universal imperfective/perfective distinction. Fur-

thermore, auxiliation has been characterized as a highly imagistic process, in which auxiliaries 

“reflect general conceptualization capacities crucially involving imaginative, or rather imaging, 
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aspects of human cognition” (Kuteva 2001: 19).  Yet, little is known about how auxiliary con-

structions with strong lexical aspect such as those featured here are gestured. This study aims to 

fill (some of) this gap in the literature.  

3. Methods 

3.1. Red Hen and target utterances 

The study presented here used the Edge Search Engine of the Distributed Little Red Hen LabTM, 

an online multimedia archive whose core dataset consists of the NewsScape Library of Interna-

tional Television News (Steen & Turner 2013). At present, Red Hen consists of over 250,000 

hours of audiovisual data from public broadcasts, representing circa 3 billion words of closed-

captioned text, and grows daily. It contains a wide variety of genres, from news broadcasts to 

talk shows, comedy, and advertisements. For this study, only naturalistic and interactional con-

texts were included, meaning that scripted shows, prepared news reports, political speeches, and 

other non-interactional genres were excluded.  

The auxiliaries targeted in this study occur in one of two constructions: the infinitival 

[AUX to VVI], as in continue to go, or the progressive [AUX VVG], as in stop talking.5 Whereas 

in English, KEEP,  STOP, and QUIT are available only in the progressive construction, CONTINUE 

and START are available in both constructions (i.e., start talking and start to talk). I used frequen-

cy of construction type in The Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) to determine 

which construction to use for the study. A search of the spoken portion of COCA revealed that 

for CONTINUE, the infinitival [CONTINUE to VVI] was most frequent, while for START, the progres-

sive [START VVG] was most frequent.  

                                                

5 VVG and VVI are standard tags used in the British National Corpus (BNC) and COCA: VVG is the 
progressive inflected form and VVI is the infinitive verb form. 
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Finally, there are other verbs within a similar semantic frame that have undergone the 

same path of grammaticalization from main verb to catenative auxiliary, such as begin, finish, 

carry on. The target items included in this study were chosen over these near-synonymous coun-

terparts due to their considerably higher overall frequency in the spoken register of the COCA 

corpus (e.g. spoken COCA featured 28,531 instances of [STOP VVG] and only 917 instances of 

[FINISH VVG]). 

3.2. Data collection 

The data were collected from TV programs broadcast between September 1, 2010, and Septem-

ber 1, 2013. The search string consisted of a two-part verb phrase: the possible inflected forms of 

the auxiliary (e.g. keep/keeps/kept) plus the ten most frequent collocating verbs  for that auxilia-

ry construction according to COCA. Search returns in Red Hen are given in chronological order 

starting with the most recent. The search returns were first viewed and processed to determine 

which constituted valid data points for this study. Valid clips featured interactional, unscripted 

discourse in which the speaker’s hands were visible and unencumbered (e.g. not holding a mi-

crophone). The first 50 valid clips formed the dataset for each auxiliary, yielding a total of 250 

clips.  

This set of 250 videos was then viewed again for gesture co-occurrence. This measure of 

how frequently the expression is gestured speaks to the degree of conventionalization of gesture 

for each auxiliary. Gesture co-occurrence was coded as ‘yes’ if there was a new gesture at the 

time of the target utterance, and ‘no’ if there was no gesture, or if there was no change in gesture 

(i.e. the gesturer maintained a preceding gesture form as a rhythmic marker, or maintained a hold 

of a previous gesture form). Annotations were completed by the author, with 20% of the dataset 
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annotated by a second gesture coder. Interrater reliability for gesture co-occurrence was 90%. Of 

the 250 valid clips, 147 co-occurred with gesture.  

3.3. Data annotation 

The 147 instantiations of the target constructions that featured gesture, produced by 126 

unique speakers, were downloaded from Red Hen for annotation in Elan. The approximate 

length per clip was 40 seconds – 15-20 seconds on either side of the target utterance. The varia-

bles and levels included in the gesture annotations are shown in  

Table 1. Gesture movement annotations are based on the Linguistic Annotation System for Ges-

tures (LASG) (Bressem 2013; Bressem et al. 2013). Two variables – gesture timing and action 

phases – are not part of the LASG and are defined by the author.  

In the LASG, gesture movement patterns are characterized by movement type, axis, and 

direction. Together the movement variables form the “movement trace –the lines and contours of 

objects and abstract concepts that leave “imaginary traces in gesture space” (Mittelberg 2008). 

When there was no appreciable displacement in space (e.g. a wrist turn), the data point was cod-

ed as ‘static’.  

Table 1. Annotation schema 

Variable Levels 
Movement type straight, arced, circle, static6 
Movement axis vertical, lateral, sagittal, static (e.g. wrist turn only) 
Movement direction up, down, left, right, towards body, away from body, static 
Action phases number of separate articulations within a gesture stroke 
Hands left, right, both 

 Gesture timing  timing of gesture onset prior to target auxiliary onset in msec 
   

                                                

6 The LASG also features spiral as a movement type. Given that repeated arc forms can be difficult to dis-
tinguish from spiral gestures, both spiral and arc gestures were coded as arc in this study.  
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Action phase refers to the number of separate segments within the gesture stroke. For a 

cyclic gesture this aligns with the number of rotations.7 However, action phase can also capture 

segmentation within a straight stroke. Straight gestures have been described as having ‘singulari-

ty of form’ and being one unit (Cienki 1998). However, as the data in this study show, there is no 

reason to assume that gestures that proceed with a straight movement type are likely to be exe-

cuted in one distinct phase. A segmented gesture stroke along the vertical axis is shown in Video 

Example (V1). 

(V1)8,9 

   

G: continued                  to                         grow                            and                                     grow           

Speech tier: Ever since then [fame] has just continued to grow and grow and grow. 
Gesture tier: hands holding metaphorical object move in straight, vertical move-
ment in five distinct action phases. 

Iterative and incremental development over time are two ways in which open (unbounded, pro-

gressive/durative) events can unfold. Action phase captures repeated rotations of the arm within 

the same cyclic gesture stroke, indicating repetition or iterativity; but it can also capture a phased 

expression of a straight gesture trajectory, as shown in V1 and associated with incrementality. 

                                                

7 Ladewig (2011) annotates for the number of rotations in a cyclic gesture, however, these and other stud-
ies seem to capture this only for curved movement forms, i.e. spiral, circle, and arc. 
8 Screenshots from Red Hen will be referenced with V (video) to distinguish them from speech examples. 
Red Hen files are cited in the file format: date (yyyy-mm-dd), broadcast time, network, program, and 
timestamp in seconds. 
9 2012-07-16_2300_US_KNBC_The_Ellen_DeGeneres_Show_ 669-719 
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Iterative and incremental development over time are two ways in which open (unbounded, pro-

gressive/durative) events can unfold. The number of action phases is closely tied to the 

conceptual category of plexity described above. A singular circle gesture or a single-phase 

straight gesture would constitute uniplex events, while any gesture with an action phase greater 

than one was considered to be multiplex.  

Lastly, to capture gesture timing, the target utterance was considered to begin directly at 

the onset of the auxiliary, regardless of upstream predicates in the verb phrase. For example, in 

(15), the onset was measured from “continue”, rather than from the beginning of the inflected 

verb phrase: 

 We’re going to have to continue to be smart about the way we do business. (15)

 The beginning of the preparation phase in the gesture was used to calculate onset timing. The 

LASG relies on a “frame-by-frame marking procedure” based on Seyfedinnipur (2006) to estab-

lish the onset time of a gesture and the same procedure was followed here. The timing of the 

onset of both the gesture and the target utterance was recorded in milliseconds. The difference 

between the gesture and speech onsets gave the asynchrony, with a negative value indicating that 

gesture preceded the related utterance. 

Interrater reliability was 92% for gesture form variables. Disagreements resulted primari-

ly from varying use of the ‘static’ annotation and were resolved once the definition was clarified. 

Any remaining disagreements were settled by consensus. In Table 2, I summarize the predicted 

associations between the variables and the features of aspect introduced in this section.  
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Table 2. Predicted relationships between gesture variables  
and aspect type 

Variable Predictions 

Movement type open aspect: more cyclic gestures to reflect ongoing process. 
phase aspect: more straight gestures to indicate event on-

set/offset. 
 

Axis/direction open aspect: horizontal to reflect event unfolding over time. 
phase aspect: vertical to reflect focus event onset/offset. 
 

Action phases open aspect: 2+ APs to reflect multiplex event (iterative or in-
cremental); 1 AP to reflect uniform extension. 

phase aspect: 1 AP to reflect uniplex onset/offset of event. No 
multiplex strokes: event extension is not available in phase. 

 
Gesture timing  open aspect: longer onset to reflect ongoing event. 

phase aspect: shorter onset to reflect focus on event boundary. 
 

4. Findings  

To give an impression of the gestures that characterize each auxiliary, I first give a qualitative 

account of each construction, including syntactic and semantic characteristics, and a prototypical 

gesture profile. In section 4.2 I provide quantitative results for each auxiliary and a statistical 

comparison by open and phase aspect. 

4.1. Semantic overview by auxiliary  

4.1.1. Open aspect auxiliaries 

CONTINUE 

The dataset for the [CONTINUE to VVI] construction was characterized by sentences such as:  

 If a star fish ends up getting an arm cut off, it continues to grow. (16)
 I think we will continue to see a downward slope. (17)
 The big story continues to be North Korea.  (18)
 This is one group of people that continues to have to change. (19)

The most frequent complement verbs were be (with a token frequency of 16), have (7), do (6) 

and grow (4). Third person subjects were dominant (82%) and the vast majority (90%) of the ut-
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terances expressed abstract or metaphorically construed events. The [CONTINUE to VVI] con-

struction was gestured in one of two prototypical forms:  (1) with a stroke consisting of one 

action phase on either the horizontal or vertical axis, and (2) with a stroke consisting of multiple 

action phases on the vertical axis. Examples of these two prototypical forms are given in (V1), 

above, and (V2). In (V2) the panelist begins with both hands lax and palms inward. The gesture 

moves outward on the horizontal axis in one fluid motion over the course of “continue to grow”. 

This is iconic of an event contour that is progressive and unfolds in a constant manner. By con-

trast, in the example for “continued to grow” in (V1), described above, the speaker is holding a 

metaphorical object (in this context the fame of a movie), and his hands ascend vertically in five 

distinct segments, depicting an incremental unfolding of the event.   

(V2)10 

   

G: continue                                   to                                                                                        grow 
 

Speech tier: Who’s going to make sure that what the mayor has invested in over the last 
few years will continue to grow? 
Gesture tier: palms face inwards in centre of body and move outwards at even rate. 

 

                                                

10 2013-07-29_1000_US_KNBC_Meet_the_Press_2054-2104. 
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CONTINUE also featured several instances of cyclic movements. These consisted of multi-

ple stroke segments, as exemplified in (V3). Here, the movement is a smooth circle trace that is 

iterated twice to indicate an uninterrupted event progression.  

(V3)11  

      

G: whether              or              not                    it                                          continues to grow 

Speech tier: …to find out - ah - whether or not it continues to grow. 
Gesture tier:  two cyclic movements with right hand and return to rest position on knee. 
  

KEEP 
The KEEP construction was characterized by sentences such as (20) to (23). Again, as exempli-

fied in these utterances, the majority were abstract in nature. Frequent complement verbs were 

say (14), go (12), and get (10), and there was near equal distribution of first person (40%) and 

third person (38%) inflection.  

 So when there is no winner, that jackpot keeps getting higher. (20)
 But the potential candidates just keep coming. (21)
 I keep saying it’s heartbreaking. (22)
 It’s like god said, maybe this once I’m just going to keep going. (23)

KEEP prototypically consisted of repeated straight gestures on the vertical axis and repeated 

cyclic gestures. In (V4) and  (V5) the same speaker presents each of these forms over the span of 

the same utterance. In the first, the speaker produces a cyclic movement iterated four times for 

“keep coming back”. Here the rotation is counter-clockwise or leftward, which is unusual for a 

right-handed cyclic gesture. This appears related to the semantics of “coming back”; gestures 

                                                

11 2013-06-03_1200_US_FOX-News_Fox_and_Friends_1658-1708. 
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indicating past time have been shown to be gestured leftward on the speaker’s horizontal access 

(Casasanto & Jasmin 2012). The speaker then produces a multiplex gesture as shown in  (V5). 

The hand shape is a point, and this form is repeated four times downwards on the vertical axis 

aligned with “keeps getting paid”.  

 
(V4)12 

 

G: keep  coming  back 

Speech tier: : …because if you keep coming back you keep getting paid. 
Gesture tier: cyclic movement counterclockwise; iterated four times. 

 (V5)13 

     

G: keep                                                                getting                                                             paid 

Speech tier: …because if you keep coming back you keep getting paid. 
Gesture tier: iterated downward stroke with pointed hand shape; four action phases. 

 

                                                

12 2013-08-25_0700_US_FOX-News_Huckabee_2168-2208. 
13 Ibid. 
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While the vertical axis overall prefers downwards gestures, (V6) shows a gesture for 

KEEP that moves upward on the vertical axis. The movement type was coded as spiral (arc) given 

the gesture’s displacement in space. Both the direction and the incrementation – there are six 

action phases – iconically reference the metaphorical growth of the jackpot to a “higher and 

higher” number. 

(V6)14 

   

G: keeps                      getting                           higher                     and                         higher 
 
Speech tier: So when there is no winner, that jackpot keeps getting higher and higher.  
Gesture tier: upward moving bimanual arc (spiral) gesture; six action phases. 

These examples show the variation within the gesture profile of the open aspect auxiliaries 

CONTINUE and KEEP. I now outline the semantic and gestural profiles for phase aspect auxiliaries.  

4.1.2. Phase aspect auxiliaries 

START 

The inceptive phase aspect of START imbues the [START VVG]  construction with a conceptual 

focus on event onset. The utterances for START (indeed, for all phase aspect constructions) tend 

to be more concrete than those of CONTINUE and KEEP, as illustrated in the following sentences 

from the dataset. The most common complement verbs were talk (12), get (9), go (5) and do (5), 

and the construction preferred inflection in the third person (44%). 

                                                

14 2013-08-07_1200_US_FOX-News_Fox_and_Friends_1589-1629. 
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 Everything just started creeping up on me. (24)
 I started doing all these cores (core exercises). (25)
 And then he started talking about my family. (26)
 The water started coming over the edge. (27)

Uniplex cyclic gestures, as well as uniplex straight gestures on the vertical and sagittal axes, 

characterize the gesture profile for START. An example of a cyclic gesture for START is shown in 

(V7).  

(V7)15 

   

G: start                                              making                                          blessings 

Speech tier: When the pope comes on Twitter […] and says ‘I’m going to start making 
blessings on Twitter’…. 
Gesture tier: cyclic movement outwards on sagittal axis; one action phase. 

 

STOP and QUIT 

Sample utterances for  the two remaining phase aspect auxiliaries, STOP and QUIT, both of which 

express terminative aspect, are given in in (28) to (35), below. The most common complement 

verbs for STOP were do (11), talk (9), use (6), and work (5), while for QUIT they were smoke (20), 

drink (8), do (6), and use (5). [QUIT VVG] is the only auxiliary construction to prefer the first 

person (42%): quitting appears to be something that one speaks of doing oneself. STOP, by com-

                                                

15 2013-08-07_1500_US_KNBC_Today_Show_2098-2158 
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parison, is more often used in the third person, or as command (second person imperative). Like 

START, STOP and QUIT both featured more concrete than abstract events. 

 Nobody really wants to stop doing this. (28)
 If you own one, stop using it and contact them for a free repair. (29)
 Maybe you should just stop talking altogether … (30)
 500,000 people stopped looking for jobs. (31)

 
 I quit doing Botox about five years ago.  (32)
 And you began with the first major decision, to quit drinking at the age of 40. (33)
 And so he’s told the republican candidates to quit using the word capitalism.                 (34)
 Our loudest opponents on the left are never gonna like us so let’s quit trying to (35)

curry favour with ’em.   

QUIT was the only auxiliary to prefer lateral strokes. The profile that emerges is of a two-

handed, lateral gesture, exemplified below in (V8): a sweeping sideward gesture made with both 

hands moving outwards in a flat hand shape. This form has been reported previously in the litera-

ture as the 2-palm-down-across and is characteristic of utterances which contain negative force 

(Harrison 2013). It features a relatively higher velocity (qualitatively observed) in its stroke and 

an abrupt end to the stroke phase. Importantly, in instances when this bilateral stroke occurs with 

multiple action phases, the segments are incremental, i.e. the stroke is segmented into phases 

along one outward lateral trajectory, rather than the gesture stroke returning to its starting point 

for a second outward motion. The gestures produced with the [STOP VVG] construction also dis-

play this outward moving, bimanual gesture pattern, as shown in (V9), though the end of the 

stroke phase was qualitatively observed to be less abrupt in its execution.  
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(V8)16 

  

G: quit                                                                                  smoking  

Speech tier: I lit a cigarette […] and put it out, like, I’m gonna quit smoking.    
Gesture tier: bimanual outward gesture on lateral axis. 

(V9)17 

  

G: stopped                                                                  talking 
 
Speech tier: Remember when I stopped talking to you for 6 months? 
Gesture tier: bimanual outward gesture on lateral axis. 
In this section, I have shown a range of contexts of use of the five auxiliary constructions 

and the gesture forms that accompany them. It is clear that some form features are related to the 

semantic representation of individual events, in addition to the aspectual construal of the event. 

In the next section, I abstract away from these individual differences and present quantitative and 

statistical findings.  

                                                

16 2013-01-03_0735_US_KNBC_Tonight_Show_with_Jay_Leno_3235-2350 
17 2013-06- 04_1600_US_KABC_Live With_Regis_and_Kelly_1576-1626 
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4.2. Quantitative findings  

Quantitative findings are presented by aspect type, beginning with open aspect auxiliaries fol-

lowed by phase aspect auxiliaries. Table 3 gives an overview of the results for each auxiliary, 

with open aspect verbs in columns on the left and phase aspect verbs on the right.  

Table 3: Summary of results for each auxiliary 

  Open Aspect Phase Aspect 

 Variable CONTINUE KEEP START STOP QUIT 
Gesture co-occurrence  

absolute freq. (n=50)  
 

37 
 

 29   
 

25 
 

27 
 

29 
relative freq. 74% 58% 50% 54% 58% 

Gesture timing (mean) -386 msec -356 msec -269 msec -293 msec -171 msec 

Action phases (mean) 2.1 2.6 1.5 1.5 1.6 

Movement axis& 
 

vertical 
(47%) 

vertical 
(61%) 

vertical (46%)/ 
sagittal (46%) 

vertical 
(56%) 

horizontal 
(52%) 

Movement type& straight 
(75%) 

straight 
(64%) 

straight  
(63%) 

straight 
(88%) 

straight 
(74%)  

Hands  
(preferred hand and relative 
frequency) 

1 hand 
(62%) 

1 hand 
(52%) 

1 hand  
(60%) 

2 hands 
(52%) 

1 hand 
(62%) 

& most frequent, relative frequency given in brackets 

4.2.1. Open aspect 

CONTINUE 

With a gesture co-occurrence rate of 74%, the [CONTINUE to VVI] construction is the most ges-

tured auxiliary. Although a chi-squared test yielded no significant differences between gesture 

co-occurrence across auxiliaries, a Pearson residuals posthoc test does show the observed rate of 

gesture for CONTINUE  to exceed the expected rate. CONTINUE also features the greatest mean 

asynchrony between the onset of the gesture phrase and the onset of the target utterance   

(-386 msec). Table 4 shows the distribution of movement type by axis, plexity, number of action 

phases and gesture timing for CONTINUE. The distribution of axis by movement type is signifi-
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cant (p < .05).18 A post hoc test of Pearson residuals reveals that both straight gestures on the ver-

tical axis and arced/circular gestures on the sagittal axis occurred more frequently than expected 

(these cells are noted in bold in the table). 

Table 4. [CONTINUE to VVI] – Summary table (n=37) 

 Axis Plexity  APs Asynchrony 
 Lateral Sagittal Vertical Uniplex Multiplex      
Arced 2 2 0 2 2  1.8 -435 msec 
Circle 0 4 1 0 5  3.8 -1.06  sec  
Straight 5 6 16 13 14  1.9 -259 msec 
Static n/a n/a n/a 1 0  1 -230 msec 
TOTAL 7 12 17 16 21 MEAN 2.1 -386 msec 
* bold indicates significant cells 

While circle gestures are predominantly multiplex – indicating iteration, straight gestures are al-

most equally distributed between uniplex and multiplex strokes. These findings indicate a fairly 

even distribution of aspectual structure: straight uniplex gestures show a smooth (i.e. unsegment-

ed) extension over time such as in (V2) above, while the multiplexed straight gestures, as in 

(V1),, provide additional aspectual detail, in that case an incremental unfolding of the event. 

KEEP  

With a gesture co-occurrence rate of 58%, KEEP is less gestured than CONTINUE. The distribution 

of axis, plexity, mean action phase and onset timing by movement type are shown in Table 5. 

KEEP features an interaction of axis and movement type for (chi-squared test, p<.005); a Pearson 

residuals posthoc test confirmed that straight movements on the vertical axis and arced move-

ments on the lateral axis occur more frequently than expected.  

                                                

18 To avoid 0-cells in the chi-squared test, arced and circle were reduced to a non-straight category here.  
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Table 5. [KEEP VVG] – Summary table (n=29) 

 Axis Plexity  APs Asynchrony 
 Lateral Sagittal Vertical Uniplex Multiplex      
Arced 2 1 1 1 3  3.3 -217 msec 
Circle 2 3 1 1 5  2.3 -679 msec 
Straight 0 3 16 7 12  2.5 -283 msec 
TOTAL 4 7 18 9 20 MEAN 2.6 -356 msec 
* bold indicates significant cells 

As Table 5 shows, all gestures for KEEP display a strong preference for multiplex. This suggests 

that gestures for KEEP are more frequently used to add additional information about the internal 

aspectual structure – i.e. whether an event develops iteratively or incrementally – than simply 

depicting the unboundedness of the event in a uniplex stroke. 

4.2.2. Phase aspect 

The three remaining catenative auxiliaries – START, STOP, and QUIT – are phase aspect auxilia-

ries, that is, they mark movement into or out of the time frame of the event.  

START 

With a gesture co-occurrence rate of just 50%, [START VVG] has the lowest incidence of gesture 

across the five auxiliary constructions. Table 6 shows the distribution of movement type by all 

variables.  There is no significant interaction of movement type by axis, however, given the gen-

eral preference across the other auxiliaries for vertical strokes, the relatively higher frequency of 

movement along the sagittal axis for START is worth noting. START also features a higher fre-

quency of cyclic gestures (24%) than either of the open aspect auxiliaries.  
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Table 6. [START VVG] – Summary table (n=25) 

 Axis Plexity  APs Asynchrony 
 Lateral Sagittal Vertical Uniplex Multiplex      
Arced 1 2 0 2 1  1.3 -300 msec 
Circle 0 4 2 2 4  2.2 -377 msec 
Straight 1 6 9 13 4  1.3 -224 msec 
TOTAL 2 12 11 16 9 MEAN 1.5 -269 msec 
 

STOP 

The terminative, phase aspect construction [STOP VVG] featured 27 instances (54%) that were 

aligned with gesture. Results are summarized in Table 7. There is an interaction of axis by 

movement type (p < 0.05); the Pearson residuals posthoc test shows that the cell-wise difference 

was in straight movements on the vertical axis, which, again, were dominant. Of the 8 lateral 

movements, 5 feature both hands moving outward (as shown in (V9) above). Of note is that STOP 

is the only auxiliary not to feature any cyclic gestures. 

Table 7. [STOP VVG] – Summary table (n=27)19 

 Axis Plexity  APs Asynchrony 
 Lateral Sagittal Vertical Uniplex Multiplex      
Arced 2 1 0 1 2  1.7 -73 msec 
Circle 0 0 0 0 0  n/a n/a 
Straight 6 2 14 13 9  1.5 -332 msec 
Static n/a n/a n/a 2 0  1.0 -200 msec 
TOTAL 8 3 14 16 11 MEAN 1.5 -293 msec 
* bold indicates significant cells 

QUIT 

QUIT features a gesture occurrence rate of 58%, making it the most gestured of the three phase 

aspect auxiliaries. As shown in Table 8, movement on the lateral axis is dominant, representing a 

marked difference from other auxiliaries, and indicative of the profile shown in example (V8). 

                                                

19 Two instances had no movement, thus the axis columns total 25 rather than 27.  
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QUIT also features a higher proportion of uniplex strokes than all other auxiliaries, at 72%. Fur-

thermore, removing the outlier (a circular motion with six APs, which I return to in the discus-

discussion section below) would result in QUIT having the lowest mean action phases per stroke, 

at 1.4 APs.  

Table 8. [QUIT VVG] – Summary table (n=29)20 

 Axis Plexity  APs Asynchrony 
 Lateral Sagittal Vertical Uniplex Multiplex      
Arced 6 0 0 4 2  1.3 -150 msec 
Circle 0 1 0 0 1  6.0 -300 msec 
Straight 8 4 8 15 5  1.5 -332 msec 
Static n/a n/a n/a 2 0  1  -35 msec 
TOTAL 14 5 8 21 8 MEAN 1.6  -171 msec 

4.3. A statistical comparison across auxiliaries 

I now offer statistical results across open and phase aspect auxiliaries. That is, taken together, I 

examine how the results for open aspect (CONTINUE and KEEP) compare with the results for phase 

aspect (START, STOP and QUIT). I also discuss other interactions in the data that require attention. 

There were two significant effects by aspect type, as shown in Table 9. Interactions were 

determined by one-way ANOVA. Though there is no effect of gesture co-occurrence by aspect, 

there is a main effect of action phase by aspect (F(1,144)=18.86, p<.0001) and a main effect of 

gesture asynchrony by aspect (F(1,145)=4.21, p<.05). These findings indicate that open aspect 

gestures are reliably produced further in advance of their target utterances, and feature more ac-

tion phases, than their phase aspect counterparts.  

                                                

20 Two instances had no movement, thus the axis columns total 27 rather than 29. 
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Table 9: Interactions by aspect type 

 Open aspect Phase aspect 
Action phases* 2.4 APs 1.5 APs 
Timing$ 373 msec 243 msec 
Gesture co-occurrence^ 45% 55% 

*p<.0001, $p<.05, ^not significant 
 

There were no significant effects of axis and direction by aspect. However, when com-

pared across auxiliaries rather than aspect type, there were significant correlations. A chi-squared 

test showed an effect of auxiliary on axis (p<.001) and a Pearson residuals posthoc determined 

that QUIT has a preference for the lateral axis and an aversion to the vertical axis, while START 

prefers the sagittal axis and has an aversion to the lateral axis. Thus, although gestures across all 

auxiliaries most frequently features movement along the vertical axis as shown in the summary 

tables above, axis does appear to play a unique role in the profiles for START and QUIT.  

An analysis of gesture direction contributes further information to the auxiliary profiles. 

A chi-squared test of gesture direction by auxiliary was significant (p<.05). A Pearson residuals 

posthoc showed that QUIT and STOP both featured right-left movements (bimanual gestures with 

each handing moving outwards), and KEEP had a greater than expected occurrence of upwards 

movements on the vertical axis. 

The distribution of open and phase aspect by gesture movement type (straight, circle, or 

arc) is shown in Table 10. While there was no significant effect, relative frequency shows that 

straight gestures dominate for both open and phase aspect, while circle gesture traces are more 

characteristic of open aspect. Arc gestures are more frequent for phase aspect auxiliaries.  
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Table 10: Relative frequency distribution of movement type by aspect 

 Open aspect Phase aspect 
Arced 12% 15% 
Circle 17% 9% 
Straight 68% 70% 
Static 3% 6% 

  

Interactions not related to aspect type include an effect of movement type on both gesture 

timing and mean action phases, as shown in Table 11. This table shows that circular movements 

have the most asynchronous onset timing and the greatest number of action phases. However, it 

is worth noting that the mean onset asynchrony for circle gestures with open aspect auxiliaries 

CONTINUE and KEEP is -870 msec, while for phase aspect (START and QUIT; STOP had no circular 

gestures) it is -338 msec, which supports the finding of aspect type on gesture timing. The pre-

dictions stated at the outset were that the phase aspect auxiliaries would uniformly feature a more 

synchronous onset given their aspectual emphasis on the beginning or end of an event, which is 

indeed the case, even when the interaction of movement type on onset timing is taken into con-

sideration.  

Table 11: Movement Type by mean action phases and gesture timing 

 Mean APs* Gesture timing$ 

Arced 1.9 -230 msec 
Circle 2.9 -660 msec 
Straight 1.8 -260 msec 

*p<.05, $p<.001 
 

In sum, the findings show that type of aspect plays a role in both plexity (number of ac-

tion phases) and gesture timing. These are the two variables that were predicted to most 

abstractly represent the aspectual contour of an event. Since the auxiliaries CONTINUE and KEEP 

have an inherent aspect (Aktionsart) that ‘multiplexes’ an event (Talmy 2000b), it was predicted 

that the open aspect gesture constructions would involve gestures with more action phases within 
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the stroke when compared to the inherently ‘uniplexing’ semantics of the phase aspect construc-

tions START, STOP and QUIT. Results show this prediction to be borne out. Phase aspect auxiliary 

constructions prefer one AP, while the open aspect constructions are characterized by two or 

more APs. The movement variables – type, axis and direction – did not correlate significantly 

with aspect type, but did yield significant results within auxiliaries. These findings speak directly 

to the existence of a prototypical gesture form for each auxiliary.  

5. Discussion  

In this study, I have moved beyond the parameters traditionally considered to be the loci of 

meaningful content in gesture and included stroke segmentation into action phases and gesture 

onset timing in an examination of aspectual constructions. Results show that both gesture timing 

and action phases are variables that reliably, and I suggest, iconically, represent aspectual infor-

mation in a multimodal manner. The qualitative and quantitative data reveal that each aspectual 

auxiliary construction has elements that are unique to it, and that the type of aspect – open or 

phase – differentiates the gestural profiles as well. Here, I discuss possible semantic roots of the 

profiles that emerged, and conclude with a discussion of how this study provides support for 

considering these multimodal constructions.  

Firstly, given the central place of force dynamics in embodied meaning (Mittelberg 

2013), it befits us to consider these findings in relation to the force-dynamic pairs identified ear-

lier. As discussed, CONTINUE and KEEP are a semantic minimal pair with regard to their force-

dynamic characteristics: CONTINUE signals an unencumbered continuation of an event, while 

KEEP conveys that an exertion of force is required to shift an object or event into motion or for it 

to continue in motion. Here, CONTINUE has a longer onset timing at -386 msec compared to -356 

msec for KEEP. I propose that the correlation of longer onset with CONTINUE could be due to the 
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semantics that signal an unencumbered continuation vis-à-vis KEEP. For the action phase varia-

ble, the higher mean number of action phases for KEEP (2.6) vs. CONTINUE (2.0) may iconically 

represent the additional effort required to maintain the motion of the event, which the gesturer 

performs (though not consciously) through continued stroke iteration.  

The force-dynamic profile of STOP and QUIT form a similar minimal pair; [STOP VVG] re-

fers to a neutral cessation of an event while [QUIT VVG] is inherently more forceful. The findings 

showed that, while STOP can be both uniplex (59%) and multiplex (~ 30% had 2 APs), QUIT sig-

nificantly prefers a uniplex gesture. QUIT also has the shortest onset of all auxiliaries, at -171 

msec before the auxiliary, compared to -293 msec for STOP. The more synchronous onset and 

single action-phase gestures for QUIT vs. STOP could be accounted for in the force-dynamic con-

trast between these auxiliaries. Though a direct link is difficult to ascertain in a corpus study, the 

impact of force-dynamics on the findings presented here certainly requires further investigation. 

The study of gesture is inherently complex in part due to the fact that “gestures convey 

meaning in different ways than speech does”, namely, in a global and synthetic process rather 

than a linear process (Zima & Bergs 2017a: 4). Thus, although core forms do emerge, there are 

outliers, such as the cyclic gesture with six action phases for QUIT shown in (V10). This example 

represents a notable departure from the dominance of bimanual, outward gestures prototypical of 

QUIT.   
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(V10)21 

 

G: for        me        to         quit        talking 
 

Speech tier: You were waiting for me to quit talking. 
Gesture tier: female speaker executes left-handed cyclic gesture with six action phases. 
 

In this instance it is not the quitting event that is gestured, but rather the persistence of the talk-

ing. This affects both movement type and number of action phases and points to the ability of the 

speaker/gesturer to underline – through co-speech gesture – a specific element of a construal.  

In her seminal work on cyclic gestures, Ladewig (2011) showed that depictive cyclic ges-

tures (which she differentiates from word-search gestures) refer to an ongoing process “in every 

instance” (2011: 6). Thus, for this study, cyclic gestures were expected to be most common in 

open aspect events, CONTINUE and KEEP. However, the finding that was not expected was the 

high proportion of cyclic forms with START constructions. Ladewig proposes that there is a met-

aphorical extension of the image schema CYCLE that invokes the motion of a crank as a process 

in a machine, as in starting up an engine. The over-representation of cyclic gestures with START 

could be related to the gesture metaphorically representing the start, or ‘cranking up’ of a pro-

cess, rather than the ongoing nature of the process itself. This, again, speaks to the ability of the 

speaker/gesturer to choose which aspect of an event to highlight in his/her construal.  

                                                

21 2013-02-08_0735_US_KCBS_Late_Show_with_Dave_Letterman_1840-1890 
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The profiles presented here represent an aggregate of the gesture forms. For each auxilia-

ry there are instantiations that are close to the core profile, and instantiations that vary widely 

from it. Some gestures occurring with open aspect constructions have one action phase, while 

occasionally a gesture with a phase aspect construction features three APs. Indeed, the major op-

erational problem with multimodal data lies in the multitude of variations that are possible. As 

outlined in the literature cited earlier on frequency and co-occurrence, and further elucidated in 

Mittelberg (2007), a person’s gesture is influenced by a multitude of factors, including individual 

idiosyncrasy. In addition to noted individual preferences in gesture space, there are many contex-

tual factors that may influence gesture that have only begun to be examined and which, 

furthermore, are difficult to control for in naturalistic data. These include linguistic variables, 

such as inflectional biases (Rice & Newman 2005, 2008; Hinnell & Rice 2014), and concrete vs. 

metaphorical usage reported here. Further complicating matters is the way that gesture can be 

used to highlight different salient elements of a construal in a specific context of use, as in the 

cyclic gesture for QUIT shown above. 

This brings us to the major issues of frequency and recurrence that are central to the dis-

cussion of what constitutes a multimodal construction. This study provides an empirically 

grounded analysis of patterns that emerge for each auxiliary related to aspectual profiles, and 

provides evidence to support a preliminary constructional profile for these five auxiliary con-

structions. With regard to the matter of frequency and co-occurrence as markers of 

constructionhood, no single study can resolve this issue. Indeed, in light of Langacker’s view of 

entrenchment as continuously scalar (Langacker 1987), it may not be possible (Lanwer 2017), or 

necessary (Zima 2017), to determine a precise threshold frequency as a measure of its entrench-
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ment.22 Certainly the field as a whole is wrestling with this issue and further empirical studies are 

needed. However, the study presented here contributes evidence of a high degree of convention-

alization of the gestural profiles associated with these five aspectualized auxiliary constructions.  

6. Conclusion 

This study has shown that the five periphrastic auxiliary constructions examined here are differ-

entially expressed in co-speech gestures and that the aspectual construal is iconically depicted in 

a range of gesture parameters. Results showed a degree of co-occurrence of 50-74%. Open as-

pect auxiliaries (CONTINUE and KEEP) reliably correlate with longer onset timing and a greater 

mean number of action phases per stroke, while phase aspect (START, STOP and QUIT) are corre-

lated with more synchronous onset of gesture and fewer stroke segmentations. By including 

variables such as gesture co-occurrence, timing, and number of action phases, in addition to form 

variables, a more complete gesture profile emerges for each of these constructions. Correlations 

were also seen for certain auxiliaries and particular movement directions and movement types. 

These were shown to parallel semantic distinctions in both aspectual and force-dynamic charac-

teristics of the event construal.  

Cognitive linguistic and usage based approaches put speech at the centre of linguistic 

analysis. Increasingly, this means considering face-to-face events as the locus of meaning-

making, which renders the object of study inherently multimodal. Monomodal research has, in 

recent years, proposed an expansion of the notion of construction to include phenomena that tra-

ditionally have not been included in the linguistic description of an utterance, such as viewpoint 

and discourse phenomena (Dancygier & Sweetser 2005; Dancygier 2008; Langacker 2008). The 

                                                

22 For a full discussion of the different “criteria for constructionhood”, see Zima and Bergs (2017) and 
papers therein.  
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findings presented here support other recent studies suggesting that constructions should be con-

sidered multimodal units (Steen & Turner 2013; Schoonjans 2014; Debras 2017; Zima & Bergs 

2017b). While many more studies are required to investigate degrees of entrenchment, the very 

fact that conventionalization between gesture and linguistic form can be shown suggests that the-

se co-speech gestures ought to be considered a part of inherently multimodal constructions. 

Although co-speech gestures are not an obligatory part of the aspect-marking auxiliary 

constructions investigated here, when they are gestured, they certainly exhibit conventionalized 

forms. While the ultimate question remains as to what degree of conventionalization should sat-

isfy a cognitive linguist, here I have shown that aspectual gesture constructions do belong to the 

set of conventionalized gestures that are coordinated with linguistic processes. As Zima and 

Bergs (2017b) note, far more empirical studies, with considerably more depth and breadth with 

regard to linguistic features, gesture form, and contextual variables, are required. Given the em-

phasis of seminal studies to date on the multimodal representation of stance and pragmatic 

markers (e.g. Debras 2017, Schoonjans 2014), further studies that explore abstract and grammat-

ical elements of construal, such as aspect, are needed.  
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